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ABSTRACT
Interface theories provide the foundation for formally defining and
exploiting often implicitly made assumptions about the environment a component is interacting with. This paper develops a procedure for computing analytic input/output bounds for event streams
consumed/emitted by the individual components of a system design, allowing to define state-less assume/guarantee (A/G) realtime interfaces for each component. However, contrary to existing
work this paper extends interface definitions with properties to be
met invariantly by any component that implements it. This allows
to compute bounds of key performance metrics of the overall system design by solely considering the information provided by the
enriched interfaces. This is important as it supports incremental,
i. e. component-wise evolution of system designs for the following
reason: given a consistent interface-based system description the
interface-derived properties are invariant w. r. t. composition and substitution of components, as long as each state-based component implementation is conformant to its interface and the interfaces are
compatible. This paper establishs the required consistency and conformance criteria and develops the machinery for carrying out the
checks in an automatic fashion. Thereby it advocates a strictly compositional design approach and improves the scalability of statebased analysis methods.

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation and Contribution
Compositionality appears to be a helpful paradigm for coping
with complexity. Hence it could be the silver bullet when designing, analyzing and implementing embedded systems with realtime constraints. However, in the context of state-based analysis
methodologies, e. g. real-time UML state charts, Timed Petri-Nets
or Timed Automata Timed, to name only few of them, component interaction commonly prohibits a compositional analysis of
the overall system design. For limiting component’s mutual interference and maintaining compositionality we restrict component
interaction to streams of uniform, discrete activity-triggers. Such
event streams can be abstractly characterized by so called event arrival curves [11] or event models [9]. This paper employs arrival
curves for abstractly capturing component behaviour, as the curves
bound all streams of activty-triggers possibly consumed or emitted by a component. This implicitly defines what kinds of traffic
patterns the component is willing to accept and, on the level of
outputs, defines what kinds of streams the component gurantees to
emitt. Thus, these abstract stream descriptions can be interpreted
as so called state-less, assume/guarantee (A/G), real-time interfaces
[6, 7, 12, 13]. With such an interface one formally defines (a)
what a component expects from its environment, denoted as in-

put assumption and (b) what a component guarantees w. r. t. its outputs, denoted as output guarantee. But, contrary to existing work,
this paper not only derives such state-less A/G interfaces for statebased component implementations such as Timed Automata (TA)
[2], it also includes properties to be met invariantly by any component implementing this interface. These enriched interfaces allows
one to assert properties to be met by the overall system design,
rather than asserting this for a given implementation or an abstract
model thereof. Examples of such interface-derived measures are
the overal delay expirenced by event triggers when travelling thorough the system, or the buffer spaces required by a component.
With this strategy for computing dedicated key performance meassures of overall system design from interface deefinitions, we support incremental, i. e. component-wise evolution of system designs.
This is for the following reason: provided that the interface-based
system description is consistent, the interface-derived properties of
the overall system are invariant w. r. t. composition and substitution
of components, as long as each TA-based component implementation is conformant with its interface and the interfaces are conformant. In a nutshell, this paper establishs the required consistency
and conformance criteria and develops the machinery for carrying
out the checks in an automatic fashion. Thereby it targets a rigoros compositional design approach and improves the scalability
of state-based analysis methods, which can be an opportunity for
integrating formal methods in industrial design flows. For achieving this the paper is organized as follows:
Sec. 3 presents a scheme for testing the conformance of interfaces
and TA-based component implementations. It introduces also a
scheme for deriving interfaces form TA-based component implementations.
Sec. 4 develops (a) a formal criterion for deciding whether an interfacebased system description is consistent, (b) it shows how this criterion can be used for checking conformance of interfaces and component implementations and (c) it is proven that this consistency is
sufficient for guaranteeing invariance of interface-defined properties of the overall system design w. r. t. composition and substitution of a component; provided that the components are conformant
ith their interfaces and the interfaces are compatible.
Sec. 5 presents an empirical evaluation of the framework. This is
done (a) for demonstrating the efficiency of the proposed procedures, (b) for demonstrating that the interfacing of state-less and
TA-based components allows for higher accuracy w. r. t. a systems
performance metrics when compared to the pure analytic approach
as developed in [12, 5] and (c) for demonstrating its scalability
w. r. t. standard state-based analysis methodologies.

# events

1.2 Related Work

2.1 Streams and their abstract representation
(A) Timed (Event) Traces and Streams. A timed event is a pair
(t, τ ) where τ is some event label or type and t ∈ ≥0 some nonnegative time stamp. A timed trace tr := (t1 , τ ); (t2 , τ ); . . . is
a sequence of timed τ -events ordered by increasing time stamps,
s. t. ti ≤ ti+1 for i ∈ N and τ ∈ Act with Act as a set of event
labels or event types.
Given a trace tr one may apply a filter-operation which for a given
event type e ∈ Act removes all pairs (ti , τ ) from tr if τ 6= e holds.
A filtered trace addressed by tre may also be denoted as (event)
stream. A set of traces is denoted T races and T racese refers to
the set of streams retrieved from T races by applying filtering operation f ilter w. r. t. event type e and for all tr ∈ T races.
This paper mainly considers the event labels inEvent and outEvent,
where trinEvent and troutEvent refers to the stream extracted from
T races. However, as the event type is often clear from the context,
we can safely omitt it.

R

(B) Event Arrival Curves. Let tr be a stream, which is a trace
filtered w. r. t. to some event type. A stream can be abstractly charup
acterized by a pair (αlow
in , αin ), which is a pair of so called arrival
curves [11, 13]. These arrival curves bound the number of events
of the respective type, seen on tr for any interval ∆ ∈ [0, ∞). Let
Rtr (t) denote the number of events that arrived on the stream tr
in the time interval [0, t), upper and lower arrival curve satisfy the
following equation
up
αlow
in (t − s) ≤ Rtr (t) − Rtr (s) ≤ αin (t − s)

(1)

for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t.
Remark: As each event from a stream may trigger behaviour within
a component, arrival curves provide abstract lower and upper boundup
ing functions αlow
in and αin w. r. t. the ressource demand experienced within time interval ∆ := t − s. Furthermore, one may note
up
that for a given pair αlow
in and αin there might be a (possibly infinite) set of streams of computation stimuli, namely all streams the
counting function Rtr of which satisfies Eq. 1. In the following we
will use the following denotations w. r. t. event arrival curves:
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The authors of [6] established the foundation of interface theory, but explicitly excluded timed behavior from their elaboration.
The theory on timed (state-based) interfaces was provided in [7].
The work presented in this paper elaborates on state-less A/G realtime interfaces as developed in [12] in the context of a Real-time
Calculus-based [11] performance methodology. The proposed approach employs the TA-based pattern presented in [10], which allows to implement functions of the Real-time Calculus (RTC) [11]
as sets of cooperating TA. It is this pattern which allows us here to
develop a scheme for computing state-less assume/guarantee (A/G)
interfaces for component models which are defined as TA. We will
not only exploit a similar notion for interface descriptions but will
also employ the same “inclusion” criterion as [12, 5] for deciding wether interfaces are compatible and can therefore safely be
composed.. However, this paper also provides a proof that the “inclusion” property suffice for deducing invariance of an consistent
interfaced-based system description w. r. t. composition and substitution of interfaces, component resp.. In particular, this includes
TA-based component implementations, where the authors of [12,
13, 5] only considered the state-less setting on the basis of RTC.
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Figure 1: Upper and lower (stair-case) arrival curves

• For simplicity a pair of upper and lower arrival curves will
often be addressed as arrival curve αin which in fact is the pair
up
(αlow
in , αin ).
• A stream for whose cumulative counting function the above
equation holds is denoted as being bound by αin .
• As each stream refers to a specific event type, so does it bounding
arrival curve, this we will employ latter for mapping curves to
component ports.
• Curve αǫ := (∞, 0) addresses the trivial arrival curve which
contains all possible event streams, ranging from the empty
stream up to a stream with infinite bursts.
• Single curves α{i,j} are comparable if αi op αi holds for
∆ ∈ [0, ∞) and with op ∈ {≤, ≥}. Otherwise the curves are
denoted as incomparable.
• In the discussion to follow we require to compare arrival curves,
where these refer always to the same type of event. For making
this explicit we say that the arrival curves are event-compatible.
low
D EFINITION 1 (Curve inclusion): Let α1 := (αup
1 , α1 ) and
low
u
α2 := (αup
,
α
)
be
two
compatible
arrival
curves.
If
α
2
1 (∆) ≤
2
u
l
l
α2 (∆) and α1 (∆) ≥ α2 (∆) holds for all ∆ ∈ [0, ∞) one says
α1 is bounded by or included in α2 and writes α1 ⊆ α2 . In case
neither α1 ⊆ α2 nor α2 ⊆ α1 can be established the two curves
are denoted as incomparable.

Arrival curves are a generic way for characterizing standard realtime traffic models ranging from strictly periodic event arrivals over
PJD-streams, i. e. traces where event arrivals are periodic with jitter
and a minimum distance, up to sporadic event arrivals.
(C) Example. For exemplification one may refer to Fig. 1. Parameter N1up of the upper curve αup
in models the (burst) capacity which
is the number of events which can arrive at the same instant of time
up
in any stream bounded from above by αup
in . Hence δ1 of the upper
curve defines the minimum distance of two events once a burst had
occurred. In this realm the step width δ low of the lower curve αlow
in
models the maximum distance between two events in any stream
bounded from below by αlow
in .

2.2 Timed Automata
Timed automata (TA) extended with variables are finite, cooperating state machines equipped with clocks and variables. Instead
of states one commonly speaks of locations and instead of transitions one uses the term edges, which is useful for separating the
syntactic from the semantic level. The operational semantics of TA
can be characterized informally as follows: Enabled edges emanating from the currently active locations can be executed one by one
which yields possibly a new set of active locations. While being
in a location the values of clocks increase as (global) time progresses, where all clocks of the TA increase at the same speed. As
main feature clocks can either be inspected or reset, where inspection takes place when checking the validity of location invariants
or when checking the enabledness of an edge. Clock resets are executed once an enabled edge is executed. Variables are treated in
a very similar manner, i. e. they can be inspected or manipulated,
where manipulations take place on edge executions. When referring to the value of clock x and variable c at global clock time t the
notation x(t) and c(t) is employed.
A state s of a cooperating network of TA T can be characterized
by a set of active locations, which are the locations the overall system currently resides in, as well as the valuation of all of its clocks
and variables. In principle this yields a potentially infinite state
transition system, where transitions either refer to the execution of
edges or the change in time. As clocks only evaluate to values from
finitely many different intervals, induced by the clock constant employed in ClockCons(C) and given that variables only take values from a finite domain, the original transition system of infinite
size can be mapped to a finite quotient system T S T . Each path as
contained within T S T constitutes a trace, where the set of traces
generated by a TA T is denoted T racesT . If one applies now a
filtering operation w. r. t. events of type e one ends up with a set of
streams which we denoted T racesTe . One may note that for the
discussion to come, it is irrelevant if paths and traces are infinite as
we are only considering reachability properties of TA which can be
verified in finitely many steps, namely by visiting at most all states
of a TA’s finite quotient transition system.
This paper exploits Uppaal’s [3, 4] concept of timed safety automata and its cooperation mechanisms;. For clearness we briefly
re-capitulate some important aspects:
(A) Location invariants. An edge leading from an active location
a to a successor location b can only be executed if it is enabled,
i. e. once it guards evaluate to true. However, this does not sufficient. Most importantly this includes validity of the invariants associated with location b, once the edge has been executed. Hence
for the execution of an edge also the invariant of the down-streamed
location must hold, where as location invariants clock and variable
constraints can be employed.
(B) Cooperation via shared variables. A system model may feature a set of cooperating TA. As these TA may inspect or manipulate global variables, the individual TA may mutually influence their behaviors. When jointly executing synchronizing edges
the execution order of the related statements is non-deterministic.
Hence its is important to solely employ commutative manipulations
on synchronizing edges and global variables, e. g. . increment of a
global variable.
(C) Cooperation via synchronization. Uppaal makes use of channels and signals allowing to implement different rendez-vous, synchronization mechanisms resp.: TA may jointly execute their enabled edges if the involved edges carry the same (channel) identifier

followed by a question or exclamation mark. The TA providing an
edge labeled with a exclamation mark is commonly denoted sender,
whereas the TA providing the edge with the question mark is denoted sender. Sending or receiving edges in isolation are blocked,
i. e. these edges can not be executed on their own they always require the availability of an enabled counterpart. As the number of
senders and receivers may vary, different rules apply:
• Binary synchronization. If there are n senders and k receivers the
state space exploration mechanism picks non-deterministically
sender/receiver pair and jointly execute their edges. As state
space exploration is exhaustive this has to be done for all possible
sender/receiver pairs.
• Arbitrary, n-ary synchronization. The sending of a broadcasting
signal is non-blocking, i. e. a broadcasting sender TA executes
its sending edge and between 0 and n receivers execute one of
their receiving edge at the very same time. It is important to note,
that each receiver with at least one enabled receiving edge has to
execute the latter.
• Full, 1:n synchronization. Usage of global variables and broadcast channels allow one to enforce a joint execution of one sending and n receiving edges which is achieved as follows: each receiver increments a global variable. The sender requires that after
executing the sending edge the valuation of this variable equals
some constant, here n. Guarding the validity of this constraint is
done by a location invariant assigned to the sending edge’s target
location.

2.3 Timed Verification
Determining if for a network of TA M a dedicated property Φ
holds is denoted as timed verification. The properties to be verified can either be associated with states, as so called state or safety
properties or with traces, which are a possibly infinite sequences of
states. In the reminder of this paper we concentrate on state properties only. This is justified for the following reasons: (a) this work
solely elaborates on interface properties which refer to key metrics of embedded system, e. g. buffer sizes or event delays. These
quantities can directly be associated with clocks or variables of a
TA, s. t. each state can be labeled with an atomic proposition, the
value of which depends on the fact whether the respective clock
or variable satisfy a user-defined constraint or not. (b) Behavior
w. r. t. some event stream is guarded by so called observer TA. As
each observer is equipped with a dedicated failure location, where
it transits to this location once the requested timed behavior is violated, an appropriate labeling of states is achieved, and a reachability query on the absence of the respective location identifier asserts
the validity of this behavioral property.
For clarity we define a satisfaction relation on state properties and
system states as follows:
D EFINITION 2 (Satisfaction relation (models and state properties)):
Let M be a TA and let Φ be a state property. The binary satisfaction relation |= is defined as follows:
M |= Φ ⇔ each state s of T S M possesses property Φ
Hence the assertion of the validity of a safety property is straightforward: one simply needs to annotate the locations within the TAbased component model with a dedicated label, e. g. violation or
track the quantity to be measured by a dedicated clock or variable.
The atomic proposition is true once a state carries the respective
label or it fulfills a queried constraint w. r. t. some clock or variable.
As this work exploits the timed model checker Uppaal which uses
a fractal of timed CTL the validity of a state property Φ w. r. t. some
network of TA can be queried by the statement A[] Φ, which
stands for ’always invariantly’ Φ. It is briefly mentioned how the
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Figure 2: TA-based implementation of RTC-based curves

verification of bounds on buffer sizes and delays works:
• Maximum buffer size. For asserting that a TA-based component
model M solely requires a buffer space of a dedicated size one
simply needs to assert the validity of an appropriate reachability
query. E. g. in case of the timed model checker Uppaal one
verifies that M |= [A[]b ≤ K]holds, which gives that for all states
of component model M the (global) variable b is not larger than
constant K.
• Maximum delay. Verifying the validity of a maximum on a delay
is more evolved, it requires the usage of a so called observer
TA. This TA which we adapted from [8] non-deterministically
measures the delay from an event’s generation to the event’s
output by a clock x considering also that several new events
may arrive before an old event has left the component. By
checking if M |= [A[](pause imply x ≤ D)] holds, with pause
as dedicated location, x as clock valuation of clock x and D as
clock constant, this assert than that any event traveling through
M will experienced a delay of at most D time units. In the same
manner it is straight-forward to assert the validity of a lower
bound on event delays.
The above queries and if necessary a set of appropriate observer TA
can used in a binary search for finding the maximum or minimum
values for K and D. On termination of the search the property is
asserted to hold for all states of a TA. Thus we speak in the following about invariants to be asserted, rather than properties to be
verified.

2.4 Embedding of TA-based component models into RTC-driven performance analysis
In the following we briefly re-capitulate some aspects as presented in [10]. This is necessary as we exploit these patterns when
computing the interface descriptions.
(A) Approximating RTC-conformant curves. This paper deals
with complete amounts of events only, i. e. the number of events to
be processed are integer values. Such RTC-conformant stair-case
curves can be defined by sets of stair-case functions composed via
nested minimum and maximum operations. However, for the sake

of clearness the nesting of minimum and maximum operations is
restricted, s. t. it is assumed that upper arrival curves are obtained
as minimum and lower arrival curves as maximum on a set of staircase curves: {in,out}
(∆) := min(αi (∆)) and
αup
{in,out}

I

(∆) := max(0, αj (∆)) with
J
j
k
α{i,j} (∆) := N{i,j} + δ ∆
αlow

(2)

{i,j}

The fact that an upper RTC-curve is sub-additive and given that upper curves are assumed to be constructible by a single minimum
{in,out}
operation (not nested min/max computations) yields that αup
has increasing step widths, i. e. the distances between two jump
{in,out}
points grows with ∆. Analogously lower staircase curves αlow
possess decreasing staircase sizes, i. e. the distances between two
jump points shrinks for larger values of ∆. This feature will be denoted in the following as pseudo-convexness of upper and pseudoconcaveness of lower arrival curves. It reduces the complexity
of embedding TA into RTC-driven performance analysis considerably.
For exemplification one may refer to Fig. 1: the upper arrival curve
αup is a pseudo-convex RTC curve, constituted by the minimum of
two stair-case curves. The lower curve consist of the maximum of
the constant 0-function and some staircase function αlow
1 . The TAbased implementation of such upper and lower input curves will be
discussed next.
(B) TA-based modeling of input curves. This is implemented by
a set of cooperating TA, where the emitted event signals serve as
input stimuli to a down-streamed TA-based component model. For
covering pseudo-convex/concave input curves the event emitting
input generator can be implemented as follows: (i) Each staircase
curve of Eq. 2 (line 3) is implemented by its own event emitting TA,
where in case of a upper curve αi we speak of UTA i and in case
of a lower curve αj of LTA j. Their generic implementation within
the timed model checker Uppaal is shown in Fig. 2 (a) - (c). (ii)
Full synchronization of all UTA on event emission implements the
above mentioned minimum computation on the set of upper event
arrival curves (Eq. 2, line 1). (iii) Maximum building on lower
staircase curves (cf. Eq. 2, line 2) is realized by enforcing event
emission whenever one of the involved LTA has reached its local
threshold Nj . Within Uppaal this behavior can be implemented by
making use of a broadcast channel and the event scheduling TA
depicted in Fig. ?? (d). A set of LTA and UTA cooperating via
the event scheduler implements an input generator G which produces streams w. r. t. a dedicated event type, e. g. of type e. For a
generator which implements arrival curve α := (αup , αlow ) we
use the notation G(α) or if it is necessary the more precise notation G(αup , αlow ). It is important to note that G(α) allows to produce all streams the cumulative bounding functions of which are
bounded in the sense of Eq. 1 (the proof is provided in [10]). As
each event e can be used for stimulating a down-streamed, userdefined TA-based component model M we will speak of stimulated component models in the following. For the composite which
is a crossproduct of the TA, we employ the notation GkM.
For exemplification one may refer once again to Fig. 1 in combination with Fig. 2. For translating the upper curve αup one need 2
up
up
and Delta := δ{1,2}
.
UTA instantiated with BM AX := N{1,2}
For the event generator (Fig. 2 (d)) constant K is set to 2. For
implementing the lower curve only a single LTA is needed. As it
can not block event emission, it does not need to be considered
when setting K to the required value, s. t. full synchronization is
achieved.

(C) TA-based detection of output curves. Joint execution of a stimulated component model GkM and a set of dedicated observer TA
for verifying some reachability query allows one to extract an upper and lower curve bounding all event streams emitable by GkM.
With observer we address a TA which guarantees the invulnerability of a fixed parameter value describing burst sizes, widths of stairs
or minimum/maximum distance of events. Verifying an appropriate
reachability query on a composite consisting of a stimulated component model and a set of observer TA (GkMkO) allows one to
extract parameters Ni and δi in a binary search. These parameters
can than be employed for constructing a pseudo-convex, concave
out
bounding output curve αout
up and αlow .

3.

RELATING INTERFACES AND
COMPONENTS

3.1 Foundations
In this paper we only consider stateless assume/guarantee (A/G)
interfaces, referred to as interfaces in the following. Such an interface defines the assumed input for which a component produces
a guaranteed output. Hence an A/G interface restricts the environment to those inputs the respective component produces a guaranteed outputs for. Such a restricted environment is denoted as “helpful” environment. An interface (or a component) which has a nonempty, helpful environment is denoted as well-formed. In this work
characteristics of inputs and outputs will be defined by RTC-based
(event) arrival curves. However, contrary to the work of [12, 5] on
RTC-based interfaces, it appears quite natural to extend interface
definitions with other real-time constraints, invariants resp., such
as bounds on buffer sizes and/or bounds on delays experienced by
events processed by the resp. component. These invariants which
need to be fulfilled by any component implementing the interface
under consideration may refer to a invariant to hold for the overall
system design.

D EFINITION 4 (Stateless (1-bounded) A/G Interfaces): An assume/guarantee interface I is a triple (Φ, αIin , αIout ), with
• Φ as set of dedicated component invariants, e. g. bounds on
buffer sizes or bounds on the delays
• αIin is a RTC curve bounding the cumulative counting
function of any stream of event-triggers which we also
denote as input bound.
• αIout is a RTC curve bounding the cumulative counting
function of any stream of event-triggers which we also
denote as output bound.
One may note that in case of unused input/output bounds one need
to employ the trivial bound αǫ for inputs and the constant 0-function
for outputs. This is justified, as the interface makes no restriction
w. r. t. the “helpful” environment and does not contain any guarantees w. r. t. the output.
A component M and an interface I are event-compatible, the bounds
are mapped to their respective port, each port is assumed to refer
to events of a certain type. As we are dealing with one-bounded
interfaces and components this is straight-forward. It allows us to
relate interface definitions and components as follows:
D EFINITION 5 (Implementation relation): Let G be an input generator for restricting the input (streaming) behavior of the environment. A TA-based component M implements an interface
I := (Φ, αIin , αIout ) if the following conditions apply:
(a) M and I are event-compatibleand
(b) for the dedicated output event o and
G(αI )kM

∀tr ∈ T raceso in
:
tr is bounded by αIout and
I

(c) ∀ s contained in T S G(αin )kM : s |= Φ
If M implements I we also use the notation M I or speak of
conformance of component M and interface I.
In a nutshell, a component of an event-compatible interface/component
pair guarantees that for all in-going event streams bounded by αIin ,
the component satisfies a dedicated state property Φ and it solely
emits event streams bounded by αIout . This setting gives rise to the
following two questions:
1. Does a given TA-based component M implement a (eventcompatible) interface I?
2. What is a component’s M interface I w. r. t. a set of dedicated invariants Φ?

For the sake of clearness we first concentrate on an 1-bounded scenario, which is the case of components (interfaces) possessing at
most one input and one output port (bound).

This question will be dealt with next (Sec. 3.2 and 3.3).

D EFINITION 3 ((1-bounded) Component): A component C is a
triple (In, M, Out), with
• In as dedicated input port for consuming event-triggers of
a dedicated type.

Answering the question if a component M implements an interface I := (Φ, αIin , αIout ) can be decided by verifying if G(αin )k
Mk O(αIout ) |= Φ holds.

• M is a component model which consumes and emits the
event triggers.
• Out is a dedicated output port for emitting event-triggers
of a dedicated type.
As standard time model checker allow one to use events of dedicated types the differentiation of component and TA-based component models seems to be somehow artificial. In the following,
we therefore speak of TA-based component model M, also sloppily denoted as component M, instead of referring correctly to its
encapsulating component C.
We define an interface as follows

3.2 Conformance testing

For keeping the complexity of the TA-based verification at a moderate level it is assumed that any interface-defined input or bound
is conservatively approximated by a staircase function of pseudoconvex/concave shape (cf. Sec. 2.4).

3.2.1 Encoding the input bound
Analogously to the approach illustrated in Sec. 2.4 G(αin ) is
implemented by a set of fully synchronizing UTA and LTA.

3.2.2 Encoding the output bound
Instead of deciding if the stimulated component G(αin )kM respects the interface-defined output bound αIout , we verify the invulnerability of a set of staircase curves, whose minimum/maximum
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the smallest and largest values assigned to any δcrr (cf. Sec. 3.3.3).
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in , αin )kM odelkO(αout ) |= I holds. The statement of
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Analogously to the above procedure we guard the output bound
αIout by a set of guarding TA. What is left, is the deduction of an
input bound αIin via a binary search with differently instantiated
input generators. The basic scheme for computing a conservative
bound for a component’s input streams, i. e. the detection of αIin ,
can be organized in two major parts.

x <= Delta
violation
x == Delta
&&
b < BMAX

x == Delta && b == BMAX
x=0

x = 0, b++

(d) Lower bound
Figure 3: Observer TA for guarding interface-defined properties and output bounds
implement αIout . To do so the following TA and the respective
queries can be employed:
(A) Guarding the i’th upper segment. The i′ th segment αui of
an upper output curve can be guarded by employing the output
guarding TA presented in Fig. 3(c). This TA witnesses the violation or invulnerability of a staircase curve with parameters Niu :=
BM AX and δiu := Delta. It does so by moving into the location
violation, once the stimulated component produces too many
events, i. e. once αui is violated. Consequently testing the exclusive
reachability of states which are not labeled with the atomic proposition violation, state by the query A[] (not violation),
asserts that αui is a safe upper bound in the time-interval domain for
all event streams emitable by the composite G(αIin )kMkO(αui ).
(B) Guarding the i’th lower segment. For guarding the i′ th staircase segment αli one may employ the guarding TA depicted in
Fig. 3(d). In analogy to any upper curve segment the TA, as well
as the respective reachability query allows one to assert that a staircase curve αli is a safe lower bound in the time-interval domain of
any event stream producible by the composite G(αIin )kMkO(αli ).
Given the above guarding TA and a set of queries, a timed model
checker can assert the invulnerability of the bound imposing staircase function, where the observer TA synchronize on event emission.

3.3 Computing an A/G interface for a TA-based
component descriptions
Given a fixed component property to be fulfilled invariantly, the
computation of interfaces allows one to either fix the input or the
output bound.

3.3.1 Searching for the output bound
To do so one fixes the input bound to αIin and computes the output bound α via a set of observer TA in a binary search and by
verifying the TA G(αIin )kMkO(α). In a nutshell this is basically
the procedure of [10] for interfacing RTC and TA-based component

Algorithm 1 Binary Search for RTC-interface Computation (upper
bound)
Require: safe values for δlow , δup .
1: integer δcrr := δlow , N := 0
2: while |δup − δlow | > ǫ do
3:
if Verifyta(G[BMAX:=N,Delta:=δcrr ]kMkO(αIout ), Φ) = true
then
4:
δlow := δcrr
5:
δcrr := makeNewValue(δlow , δup )
6:
else
7:
δup := δcrr
8:
δcrr := makeNewValue(δlow , δup )
9:
end if
10: end while
line 2 executes the command line version of Uppaal, with a component M and the respective input generator G. This generator
solely consists of one U T A (cf. Fig. 2) and is instantiated with
BM AX := N and Delta := δcrr . Function makeNewValue as
employed in line 5 and 8 computes a new value for δcrr , e. g. the
mean of δlow and δup . At termination Algo. 1 delivers a dLT which
is the “steepest” long term rate. With δcrr fixed to dLT one is now
enabled to find the largest value BLT in a binary search s. t. for
∆
αup
in (∆) := BLT + ⌊ dLT ⌋ the stimulated and guarded model M
up
satisfies Φ, e. g. G(αin , 0)kMkO(αIout ) |= Φ holds.
One may note that in case δlow is not a valid value for dLT s. t.
∆
G(⌊ δlow
⌋, 0)k MkO(αIout ) |= Φ holds we above scheme does not
work; we will come back to this in Sec. 3.3.3.
In a similar way it is straight-forward to derive now a lower curve
up
low
αlow
in , s. t. G(αin , αin ) × M |= Φ holds.
At termination one obtains a conservative approximation for an inlow
put curve αin := (αup
in , αin ) bounding any input stream s. t. the
interface-defined invariant Φ and the output bound αIout holds. As
next we briefly indicate how to refine the basic scheme, s. t. not
only long-term behaviors are approximated in an adequate manner,
but also the short-term streaming behaviors are characterized less
pessimistic.
(B) Bounding the short-term behavior of inputs. For conciseness
the paper concentrates once again on the tightening the upper inup
put bound αup
in . The proposed scheme intends to model αin as
minimum of two staircase curves, i. e. it operates with a generator which consists of two UTA implementing arrival curves α1
and α2 (G[BM AX1 := N1 , DELT A1 := δ1 , BM AX2 :=
N2 , DELT A2 := δ2 ]). Consequently this setting gives a degree
of freedom w. r. t. the (burst-)parameters N1 and N2 and w. r. t. δ1 ;
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}
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Figure 4: Computing an input bound

parameter δ2 is already known, it is the long term rate dLT . When
choosing appropriate values for free parameters the following relation must hold BLT ≤ N1 ≤ N2 and 0 < δ1 ≤ dLT ; this
is because we model αup
in as minimum of two staircase curves (cf.
Eq. 2). According to this a possible initialization could than be
N1 := BLT , N2 := k · BLT and with a δ2 chosen as small as
possible. It also appears reasonable to start with a binary search for
finding an adequate value for δ1 , where for δ1 = dLT the search
is restarted, but with smaller values for N2 and N1 . At termination
such a scheme would deliver a pseudo-concave staircase curve αup
in
bounding the inputs of model M, where in a worst-case scenario
∆
this could once again yield curve αup
in (∆) := BLT + dLT ⌋. It is
∆
interesting to note that for α1 := N1 ⌊ δ1 ⌋ the respective UTA produces much more events on the long run if compared to the UTA
implementing α2 . On the other hand this latter UTA produces much
more events on the short run as the UTA implementing α1 . It is the
full synchronization of both of them yielding that the overall input
bound is implemented as the minimum of both curves.
(C) Example. Fig. 4 illustrates the basic functionality of the illustrated procedure, given that the input bound αin is given by the
unknown curve αpot with its step widths bounded by dLT . For illustration purpose we ignore the fact that in reality we are dealing
with staircase functions. At first one searches now for the steepest long term rate which is depicted in Fig. 4(a), where δcrr is
the current slope to be tested in the binary search. At termination Algo. 1 delivers some value for δcrr which allows us now to
search for the largest value for N , which is input (burst-)parameter
BLT (Fig. 4(b)). With the long-term slope dLT and the input
(burst-)parameter BLT one proceeds with the routine for finding
a tighter bound, especially w. r. t. to short term behaviors, which is
depicted in Fig. 4(b). As shown there the initial choice for N2
was to large, hence the search for finding an adequate δ1 stops
unsuccessfully, namely once δ1 = dLT . With a second run, executed with an adequate choice for N2 the finding of δ1 terminates as soon as GkMkO |= Φ holds, where G is instantiated
with the tuple [BM AX1 := N1 , DELT A1 := δ1 , BM AX2 :=
N2 , DELT A2 := δ2 ].

3.3.3 Obstacles for the procedure

(A) Well formedness of components. It might appear that for a
given component M there is no αin s. t. G(αin )kMkO(αIout ) |=
Φ holds. For ruling this out, we adapt the concept of well-formedness
of components as follows:
D EFINITION 6 (Well-formed components): A component is denoted as well-formed iff there exists at least on RTC curve α
s. t. G(α)kMkO(αIout ) |= Φ holds.

α1

αpot

There are certain conditions to be fulfilled by the component
s. t. the presented scheme, which is based on a binary search works
correctly. The obstacles which interfere with the scheme’s applicability will be discussed now.

(B) Monotonic regions. For the binary search to work it is relow
quired that Φ and αIout holds for all traces produced by G(αup
in , αin ),
where we denote this set of traces as monotonic region. Tow monotonic regions are disjoint, if they do not have any input stream in
common.
(C) Non-uniqueness of input bounds. A component may have different incomparable input curves α′ and α′′ which both restrict
the environment in such a way that Φ and αIout hold. With their
input generators G ′ := G(α′ ) and G ′′ := G(α′′ ) we have than
′
′′
T racesG kMkO 6= T racesG kMkO . This implies that the here
proposed procedure for detecting a possible bounding input curve
αin for a given interface invariant Φ and a interface-defined output bound αIout is a heuristic. As solution to this one may think
to employ combinations of the obtainable input curves, similar to
the pseudo-convex/concave approximation illustrated in Sec. 2.4.
However, this is not necessarily possible, as the obtained curve allows behaviors which may violate the interface-defined invariant
Φ or output bound αIout , or the obtained combination could be to
pessimistic. We will come back to this issue, when we speak about
the conformance of components and interfaces, defined by curve
inclusion instead of employing the above mentioned conformance
test (Sec. 3.2).
(D) Valid starting values for the binary search. The presented framework only works if the component M is well-formed. In case of
disjoint monotonic regions it also delivers only one of them. Furthermore for dealing with non-uniqueness of input bounds different
strategies may apply. In the illustrated scheme it is our aim to derive
the input curve with the steepest long term rate, and the the highest
burst, but other strategies may also be applicable. We also omitted a
search for valid starting values for N and δlow by simply setting N
to 0 and δ to some value from [δlow , δup ], where we also implicitly
∆
assumed that α′ (∆) := ⌊ δlow
⌋ is a valid upper bound and 0 a valid
′
lower bound, i. e. G(α , 0)kMkO |= Φ must hold. However, other
valid starting values for N and δ may apply which yields different
results when bounding inputs: one may start a search with a generator instantiated with BM AX := N , Delta := ∞1 . Once a valid
value Nsaf e is known one executes a series of verification runs with
BM AX := Nsaf e and Delta := delta, which at termination delivers a safe starting value for δ. With α(∆) := Nsaf e + ⌊ δ ∆ ⌋
saf e
this gives a safe curve to be refined in subsequently executed search
schemes for obtaining tighter upper and lower bounds. But it is
clear, that this once again only works for well-formed components.

1
Delta := ∞ refers to the fact that this generator only releases
burst of size N and remains inactive right after

3.4 Extending the framework for coping with
multiple input/output ports
So far we only considered the case that an interface and the respective component possesses only a single input/output port. For
coping with multiple ports, each dedicated to its own event type one
simply needs to extend component and interface definition to the
case of sets of input and output ports, set of input and output bounds
resp.. As before components and interfaces are event-compatible if
there is a mapping of each interface-defined bound to its own input
port, where once again αǫ is assigned to unmatched input ports and
the constant 0-function to all unmatched output ports.
In such a setting the scheme for asserting the conformance of a
model M and its interface definition I needs not to be altered. One
solely needs to employ sets of generators and guarding TA when
testing GkMkO |= Φ, where G and O refers to sets of (networks)
of TA. However in case of computing a component’s interface form
its TA-based implementation, i. e. the input/output bounds for the
different ports the basic scheme needs to be adapted. As different
event types may interfere with each other, when processed by the
TA-based component model M, one needs to fix the bounds of the
other ports, when computing an input or output bound for a dedicated port which allows one to execute a binary search for finding
the bounds w. r. t. the current event type.

4.

INTERFACE-DRIVEN SYSTEM DESIGN

A major benefit of this work should be its support of compositionality w. r. t. system design. Hence the interconnection of two
components is required to be safe w. r. t. some dedicated property if
the components interfaces are conformant. Furthermore a system
model is required to be invariant w. r. t. component’s substitution,
once it is known that the involved interfaces are conformant. Contrary to [6] we do not establish a formal notion of interface and
component algebra here. This paper directly concentrates on the
relevant, concrete aspects for establishing a methodology which
allows incremental, i. e. component-wise evolution of system designs. In a nutshell, it is curve inclusion of interface-defined bounds
which allows to establish such a feature for a system designs.

4.1 Foundations
At first it is shown that inclusion of input bounds yields invariance w. r. t. some system property Φ and some output bound. This
basic feature is than exploited in the concourse of this section.
T HEOREM 1: Input inclusion implies invariance w. r. t. property Φ
Let α and γ be some event-compatible input bounds, i. e. they
refer to the same event type, let α′ be a bound w. r. t. to some
output event and let Φ be some (interface-defined) property. With
G(γ)kMkO(α′ ) |= Φ we have
α ⊆ γ ⇒ G(α)kMkO(α′ ) |= Φ
The above theorem is correct if T races
which will be shown by contradiction.

G(α)

⊆ T races

◦
G(γ)

holds

P ROOF. Let α and γ be the arrival curves implemented by generators Gα , Gγ . Generator G(α) is capable of producing all streams
bound by α and generator G(γ) is capable of producing all streams
bound by γ [10]. Let tr ∈ T racesGα and tr 6∈ T racesGγ with
(t, e) ∈ tr as the first timed event which separates the membership
of tr from the set T racesGγ . Consequently generator Gγ is not
capable of producing an event at time t, but is generator Gα . With
the number of produced events Rtr (0, t) being bounded by α and
α bounded by γ the cumulative event counting function Rtr (0, t)
is also being bound by γ. Thus a blocking of Gγ at time t, as it must

have occurred, otherwise Gγ could emit an event, is not possible.
Hence such an event (e, t) does not exists and therefore such a tr is
not possible. Consequently T racesG(α) ⊆ T racesG(γ) holds for
each curve α where α ⊆ γ holds.

4.2 Consistent system designs and properties
With the scheme illustrated in the previous section it is possible to either guarantee conformance between an interface and its
TA-based component implementation or to compute an interface
for a component. Hence it is justified to assume that the following
description can be established for a system design under consideration:
D EFINITION 7 (Interface-based system description): A (RTCconformant) interface-based system description Sys is a tuple
(I, C), where I is a set of interface definitions and C ⊆ I × I is a
(directed) input/output (I/O) connection relation for the interface
definitions.
For simplicity it is assumed that there are only 1:1 connections
among the interfaces, the extension to the more general case of
n : m I/O relations is handled in Sec. 4.3.
D EFINITION 8 (Safe I/0 interface-connectability): An interface
A is safely I/O connectable with an interface B iff for their eventB
compatible arrival curves inclusion holds, i. e. αA
out ⊆ αin holds.
We also write A ⊆IO B.
A system description Sys is denoted as (interface) consistent if f
for all pairs (A, B) ∈ C the relation A ⊆IO B w. r. t. the respective event type holds. The above theorem implies the following
features:
• two event-compatible interfaces A and B can be safely interconnected, if curve inclusion holds for the respective input/output
bounds.
• Two event-compatible components A and B can be safely
interconnected, if their conformant interfaces A and B can be
safely interconnected.
• An interface A can be safely substituted by an interface B if for
the interface-defined bounds curve inclusion holds.
• A component A can be safely substituted by an abstracted component B if the conformant interfaces A and B are compatible
(not substitutable!).
With safely we refer to the fact that the above operations will not
interfere with some system-wide property as established from the
interface definitions. In the following the above features will be
discussed in greater detail. Safely I/O connectable interfaces can
be interconnected without interfering with the consistency of the
overall system description. Such a composition yields a composite
interface which we define as follows:
D EFINITION 9 (Interconnection of interfaces): Let I := AkB be
the safe interconnection of the two safely I/O connectable interfaces A and B. The composite I is than defined as follows:
I
B
I := (Φ := Φa ∧ Φb , αIin := αA
in , αout := αout )
One may note that C is a set of ordered pairs, hence (A, B) 6≡
(B, A). According to the above theorem we can put an interfaces
A (or component) in line with an interface B as long as the assumed input of B is included in the guaranteed output as provided
by B. This we can exploit now for safely putting components together.

C OROLLARY 1: Safe connectability of interfaces implies invariance
w. r. t. composition of conformant components
Let Sys be a consistent interface-based system description. For
any pair of safely I/O connectable interfaces (A, B) and their
conformant components Ma and Mb , we have that curve
inclusion of the interfaces implies that the composite Ma kMb
implements the composite interface I := AkB. Formally: for
Ma  A and Mb  B
A ⊆IO B =⇒ Ma kMb  AkB

◦

The above corollary follows from the above theorem and the fact
B
that αA
out ⊆ αin as A and B are defined to be safely I/O connectable.
B
As G(αA
in )kMa kMb kO(αout ) |= ΦA ∧ ΦB must hold it is also
clear that the interconnection of model Ma and Mb does not interfere with the properties of the overall system. As next we elaborate
on component substitution.
D EFINITION 10 (I/O interface compatibility): An interfaces A is
I/O compatibility to an interface B iff they both state the same
component invariant and for their event-compatible input and output curves inclusion holds, i. e.
A
A
B
ΦA = ΦB and αB
in ⊆ αin and αout ⊆ αout .

In case of strict I/O compatibility we use the notation A ∼IO B
This definition allows us to establish invariance of a consistent system design w. r. t. substitution of interfaces as long as they are IOcompatible.
C OROLLARY 2: I/0 interface-compatibility implies invariance
w. r. t. interface replacement
Let Sys be a consistent interface-based system description. and
let A ⊆IO B hold. Each replacement of B by A will not change
the consistency of Sys.
◦
Replacing an interface with a definition which is more tolerant
w. r. t. its inputs but more restrictive w. r. t. its outputs does not change
the behaviors of the interconnected interfaces, as curve inclusion is
transitive and therefore the above definition applies. This together
with corollary (1) gives here the invariance of interface-based system descriptions w. r. t. consistency. Finally we are now able to
point out the most important feature w. r. t. compositional evolution
of system designs:
C OROLLARY 3: Invariance of consistent interface-defined system descriptions w. r. t. component substitution
Let Sys be a consistent interface-based system description. Component M can be substituted by any model M′ without
interfering with the invariants of the overall system if I ′ ∼IO I
holds, given M I and M′  I ′ .
◦
The above corollary establishes a notion of equivalence of component implementations w. r. t. a property of the overall system design,
where one may substituted components as long as the substitute
is less restrictive w. r. t. its input assumption and more restrictive
w. r. t. its outputs guarantees, if compared to the component to be
substituted or the interface thereof. This is quite intuitive, as it
states that the replacing component is prepared for accepting inputs bounded at least by αIin and guarantees to emit streams at
most bounded by αIout . This contravariance of inputs and outputs
was already pointed out in [6],Ḣere it pops out of curve inclusion,
allowing us to establish a framework for the incremental and compositional evolution of system designs when using TA-based component implementations and RTC-based A/G interfaces.

C OROLLARY 4: Conformance of interfaces and components
Let M be a component which implements an interface A
(M A) and let I be some interface which is event-compatible
to A For deciding if M I holds, the following conditions are
sufficient:
I
A
I
ΦA ⊆ ΦI and αA
in ⊆ αin and αout ⊆ αout .

◦

This can be verified for comparable curves on the basis of the RTCbased MPA toolbox [1], but doing so for pseudo-convex/concave
input generators appears to be much more complex, especially if
the computed input bounds are not comparable. This question might
be the objective of future research. Nevertheless, the above corollary allows us to make an interesting observation: from corollary
3 we know that if A ∼IO B, Ma  A and Mb  B holds, one
may substitute Ma by Mb . However, this does not imply that
B
Ma  B, as αA
out ( αout may hold (cf. corollary 4). Hence the
above setting allows us to substitute components with each other,
even though they not necessarily implement the same interface.

4.3 Components with multiple I/O elements
For keeping the discussion as straight-forward as possible we
only develop a set of criteria which allow to safely interconnect
components with multiple ports of neighboring components bound
to a single input port. At first this requires to extend component
and interface definition to sets of input/output elements. Hence
a component C is now a triple, where In is a set of input ports,
each referring to a dedicated type of event, and where Out is a set
of output ports, each emitting event-triggers of a dedicated type.
Analogously we extend interfaces to set of input/output bounds,
each referring to a specific event type. Consequently, a component C implements an interface I if Def. 5, corrollary 4 resp., applies for all output ports, resp. their event types and for all input
bounds contained in I; the input generators and guarding TA are
executed in parallel. Overall this allows us to equip each port p
with its interface-defined bound αp , where αǫ is assigned to unmatched input ports and the constant 0-function to all unmatched
output ports. This is once again justified, as the resp. interface
makes no restriction w. r. t. the helpful environment and does not
contain any guarantees w. r. t. the output. Let C be in this setting
the interconnection-relation which puts input and output ports of
components together, previously we only put interfaces together.
This allows us to construct a set of output ports mapped to a dedicated input port p as follows:
Inp := {q|(q, p) ∈ C}
Given these sets we can exploit curve inclusion for safely interconnecting interfaces.
D EFINITION 11 (I/0 interface-connectability in case of multiple inputs):
Let OutA be a set of output ports associated with interface A,
and let InA be a set of input ports associated with interface B.
An interface A can safely be connected to interface B if the
following conditions apply:
X
αq ⊆ αp
q∈Inp

where αr is the interface-defined input bound associated with port
r.
A system is defined as consistent if all of its interfaces are I/0
interface-connectable. This allows one to establish safe interconnection of interfaces and I/O interface compatibility as done in the
previous section, but now for interfaces with multiple inputs. As
this allows also to check conformance of components and inter-
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faces, invariance of system description w. r. t. component composition and substitution can be shown.

5.

CASE STUDY

In this section we show how the interface computation described
above can be applied in practice. We perform four different experiments that are based on a simple application scenario. The first
experiment illustrates the non-uniqueness of the interface computation. The second one compares our TA-based approach with a
pure RTC-based method for deriving input interfaces. The third
experiment demonstrates how the concept of interfaces simplifies
the substitution or the refinement of components in a distributed
system. The last experiment illustrates how the complexity of the
analysis for large systems can be dramatically reduced by means of
interface technologies.
(A) Application scenario. We consider the scenario depicted in
Fig. 5(a) as basis for our experiments. The system consists of a
state-based component M with an invariant Φ that is embedded
in a larger system. Subsystems 1 and 2 can be arbitrary complex systems with multiple state-based or state-less components.
For component M these subsystems are abstracted by means of a
output bound αout
S1 guaranteed by the preceeding component and
an assumed input bound αin
S2 by the succeeding component. For
simplicity we solely considere upper input/output bounds, i. e. the
lower bounds are simply set to the constant 0-function.
Component M models a CPU that executes a single task with
an execution demand of 106 cycles. The CPU implements a loaddependent frequency adaptation. In particular, we assume that it
operates at 166MHz if there are less than 4 events in its input buffer,
and at 500MHz otherwise. Note that, for the sake of simplicity, we
assume that the CPU frequency cannot be changed during the processing of an event. That is, the new CPU frequency is chosen only
at the beginning of an event processing (depending on the current
buffer fill level) and this frequency is kept constant until the next
event processing starts. We assume that the input buffer of the CPU
is limited to a maximum of 5 events. The invariant Φ of M asserts
that the input buffer of the CPU does not overflow.
(B) Non-uniqueness of input bounds. In this first experiment we

ignore Subsystems 1 and 2, and look only at component M. The
goal of the experiment is to derive an arrival curve αin
M that characterizes the maximum input that M can handle without violating
invariant Φ. For finding αin
M we first model the behavior of M by
means of the the two TA shown in Fig. 7. These automata use the
broadcast signals inEvent and outEvent to distinguish between ingoing events coming from Subsystem 1 and outgoing events sent
to Subsystem 2. The fill level of the input buffer is modelled by
means of a counter variable e. The TA of Fig. 5(c) represents the
load-dependent behavior of the CPU. The two locations Freq1 and
Freq2 represent the processing of events at low and high frequency,
resp., with corresponding processing times ETslow = 6ms and
ETfast = 2ms. With uregnt signal hurry we enforce greedy event
processing. The TA of Fig. 5(b) is used to monitor the fill level
of the input buffer, i.e., to detect violations of Φ. At this point we
apply the heuristic of Sec. 3.3 to derive the largest tolerable input
bound αin
1 for M. For the sake of simplicity, in this experiment
we limit the search to a curve with one staircase segment and do
not make any assumptions about the output bound to be guranteed
in
by component M or assumed by Subsystem 2, i. e. αout
M and αS2
are the constant 0-function. The result of the search is the arrival
curve αM
1,a1 characterized by the two parameters N = 1, δ = 3 and
shown in Fig. 6(a). The interpretation of the curve is that if an input
event arrives at most every 3ms, then the buffer of the CPU will not
overflow. This solution is, however, not unique. Some simple trialand-error tests with different input curves reveal that also the curve
αin
M,a2 shown in Fig. 6(a) is a valid maximum upper bound for the
input such that Φ is guarded. αin
M,a2 tells us that the CPU can also
tolerate a burst of 5 simultaneous input events followed by a stream
of periodic input events with period 6ms. The experiment nice
illustrates that commonly there might be incomparable solutions
for a component’s input bound αin . In this context it is intresting
to note the following: let the output bound αout
S1 of Subsystem 1
be a periodic event stream with jitter, specified by the parameters
pout
= 7ms, j1out = 21ms (cf. Fig. 6(a)). Curve αin
1
M,a1 does
not allow to decide, if an interconnection of M and the Subsystem
out
1 is safe. The reason is that αin
M,a1 and αS1 are not comparable
and s. t. safeness of the interconnection is not guaranteed, As Def. 8
and Corollary 1 do not apply. On the other hand, αin
M,a2 shows that
out
supseteqα
the connection is indeed safe, as αin
M,a2
S2 . However,
even in cases where one may only extract input bounds αin
M that
are not comparable with the output guarantee αout of a preceeding component, this is not problematic, as one can always fall back
to the conformance test introduced in Sec. 3.2. It is importanyt to
note that in case of a negative conformance check, the violation of
input assumptions (and output gurantees), i. e. the violation of Def.
8 (10) may propagate in the system, enforcing to re-assert the consistency of an interface-defined system description and if necessary
re-verifying the conformance of components and interfaces.
(C) Comparing RTC with TA-based interface computation. The
goal of the second experiment is to compare the maximum tolerable
input for M computed with the method described in this paper with
the bound obtained by means of a pure RTC-based approach [12,
5]. In this experiment we consider not only the buffer constraint Φ,
in
but also an output bound αout
M := αS2 for M imposed by Subsystem 2. We assume that αin
is
a
periodic
stream with jitter, specS2
in
in
ified by the parameters pin
2 = 5ms, j2 = 10ms, d2 = 2ms,
which corresponds to the minimum of two staircase curves with
parameters Na = 1, δa = 2, Nb = 3, δb = 5. For guarding the
invulnerability of αout
M we additionally employed two guarding TA
(cf. Fig. 3(c)). We then run the heuristic of Sec. 3.3, where this
time we choose to search for a solution consisting of two staircase

segments in order to improve the accuracy of the input bound αin
M
to be computed.
In the pure RTC-based analysis of M, we cannot capture its
load-dependent behavior. Therefore, we use a conservative approximation to model the component, namely that the CPU always runs
at the slow frequency of 166MHz which we represent by means of
an appropriate service curve βM . For the computation of αin
M we
adopt the methodology presented in [5]. In particular, we use the
expression
in
αin
M (∆) = min{ inf {⌊βM (∆−λ)⌋+αS2 (λ)}, βM (∆)+bmax }
0≤λ≤∆

to compute the maximum tolerable input for M, where bmax denotes the maximum allowed fill level for the input buffer.
The results of the two analysis approaches are shown in Fig. 6(b).
As can be seen in the figure, the RTC-based analysis computes a
considerably more conservative result, i.e., allows only a smaller
maximum input load for M. This can be explained by the rough
CPU model adopted in the RTC analysis which completely ignores
the load-dependent behavior of the CPU.
(D) Substitution of components. In this experiment we demonstrate how the concept of interfaces simplifies the substitution of
components in a distributed system. Assume that in the above scenario the interfaces of Subsystems 1 and 2 are defined by means
of two periodic streams with jitter, specified by the following parameters: pout
= 5ms, j1out = 5ms, dout
= 3ms, and pin
1
1
2 =
in
5ms, pin
=
15ms,
d
=
2ms.
Consider
the component M
2
2
with the above described load-dependent behavior and invariant
Φ. By means of the same procedure as adopted in the second experiment we can derive the maximum tolerable input bound αin
M
s. t. interconnection of M and Subsystem 2 is safe. The resulting
curve is shown in Fig. 6(c) and demonstrates that M is safely interconnectable not only with Subsystems 1, but also with Subsystem
in
2, as αout
M ⊆ αS2 holds. This latter fact was established by using the respective guarding TA for asserting the invulnerability of
in
bound αin
S2 when computing αM . The goal of this third experiment
is to determine whether M can be replaced by a simpler component
that fulfills the same invariant Φ and is compatible to Subsystems
1 and 2. In particular, we try to replace M by two different components M′ and M′′ . M′ models a CPU running at a constant
speed of 166Mhz, whereas represents a CPU running constantly at
200Mhz. By repeating the analysis procedure for these two comin
ponents we obtain the maximum input bounds αin
M′ and α1,M′′
in
shown in Fig. 6(c). As can be seen, αM′ is not comparable to αout
S1 ,
hence we cannot guarantee that the system works if we use component M′ . In fact, according to the bound αout
S1 , Subsystem 1 can
produce an input event for M′ every 5ms, whereas M′ processes
incoming events at a maximum rate of one every 6ms. This means
that on the long-term the input buffer of M′ can overflow which
corresponds to a violation of invariant Φ. On the other hand, we
out
have that αin
M′′ ⊆ αS1 , which means that we can guarantee that
the system still works correctly if we replace M by M′′ . Note that
we can safely substitute M by M′′ without the need of reiterating
the analysis of Subsystem 2. This represents the major advantage of
the described interface-based approach: We can locally verify the
feasibility of changes in a complex distributed system and decide
on the level of arrival curves if the changes made are safe w. r. t. the
properties of overall system.
(E) Scalability. In this experiment we demonstrate how the computation of explicit interfaces for single components helps to considerably reduce the verification effort for large state-based systems. Consider a system consisting of 5 CPUs that process an event
stream in a sequential manner. Fig. 7(a) shows an abstract repre-
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2

(b) Parameters for the CPU chain
Figure 7: CPU chain for investigting scalability
sentation of the system. Assume that each CPU in the chain implements a load-dependent frequency adaptation, according to the
parameters summed up in Table 7(b). In particular, each CPU will
execute at flow if there are less then threshold events in its input
buffer, and at fhigh otherwise, where again we exclude frequency
changes during the processing of an event. For each component
Mi we introduce an invariant Φi , which says that CPU |M odeli
has at most 5 events in its input buffer. The goal of the analysis
is to determine whether for an input bound αout
(specified by the
0
parameters pout
= 5ms, j1out = 20ms, dout
= 2ms) each in1
1
variant Φi (i ∈ {1, · · · , 5}) holds. We perform the analysis in
two different ways in order to compare the computational effort. In
the first analysis approach we ignore the modularity of the system
an build a single TA model for the entire component chain. We
couple this model with an event generator G(αout
0 ), i. e. it produces
all streams bounded by αout
0 . With this genertor the executed all
interconneted component models at once and check the individual
invariants. In the second approach we analyse the system in a modular manner considering one CPU model Mi at a time. In particular, we go through the components starting from M5 , and at each
step compute the maximum tolerable input αin
i of the corresponding component. In this way we can propagate the requirements of
all the components to the system input, where they are subsumed
by the input bound αin
1 . Note that at each step we have to consider only one single component, as the remaining part of the chain
is abstracted by an appropriate interface. At the end we just need
out
to compare αin
in order to verify whether a connection
1 with α0
of this subsystem a up-streamed system emitting streams bounded
by αout
is safe. In both scenarios the analysis reveals that not all
0
buffer constraints can be met for the given input αout
0 . In this experiment we want, however, to focus on the verification effort of
the two different approaches. While the holistic analysis of the system requires a verification time of more than one hour, the modular
analysis is carried out in a total time of less than one minute. Even
if in the modular approach one has to consider a potential degradation of the analysis accuracy due to the conservative approximation
of event streams, the experiment clearly shows the major advantage
of interface-based modular analysis methods, in particular, when it
comes to the use of (state-based) formal methods.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper develops a procedure for computing analytic input/output
bounds for event streams consumed/emitted by TA-based component implementations of a system design, allowing to define stateless assume/guarantee (A/G) real-time interfaces for each component. However, the proposed procedure is not limited to TA, instead one could have used any other (state-based) real-time formalism, which allows to verify validity of invariants Φ w. r. t. a given
RTC-based input and output bound. As we integrated these invari-
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Figure 6: Input bounds computed for th different scenarios

ants directly into the interface definitions, we allow a computation
of key performance metrics of the overall system design from the
interfaces, rather than the component-based system model. This
turns out to be a interesting feature, as it establishes incremental,
i. e. component-wise evolution of system designs for the proposed
framework. This is for the following reason: given a consistent
interface-based system description the interface-derived properties
are invariant w. r. t. composition and substitution of components, as
long as each component is conformant to its interface and the interfaces are compatible. Overall this paper develops the required
consistency, compatibility and conformance criteria and develops
the machinery for carrying out the checks in an automatic fashion,
where the applicable of th procedure could be shown by several
case studies.

7.
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